Key Questions and Considerations when Developing Sampling & Testing Programs for Fresh Produce

Background & Introduction

In 2010 the United Fresh Food Safety & Technology Council published a white paper on Microbiological Testing of Fresh Produce that lays out the value of product testing in several different scenarios including testing raw materials (including pre-harvest), finished product testing, and environmental testing, inclusive of pathogen and indicator testing. This has been a useful reference for suppliers who want to communicate the limitations of product testing programs to customers. However, since the release of this document, there has been increased enthusiasm for testing. The ability to communicate to consumers (including those on a jury), regulators, and media that product was tested may provide perceived confidence even if the statistics illustrate that it does not guarantee product safety. Therefore, there is a need to provide guidance on how to construct a product testing program, including interpreting, communicating, and acting on the results.

United Fresh is in the process of developing some recommendations specific to pathogen testing in finished products. In the meantime, this document is provided as a guide for food safety and quality professionals to use as a reminder of the numerous factors that should be considered when developing any kind of sampling and testing program. This includes the “how-tos” of a testing program, as well as how to interpret, act upon, and communicate a positive finding. Further, consideration should be given to managing supplier and customer expectations, including situations in which they are also testing product.

Components of a Product Testing Program

The following must be included in a product testing program, and considerations are described in more detail for each of the following:

- Details of how sampling is done, the analyte (what you are testing for), and other mechanics of testing as described below
- Responses to a positive
  - Immediate actions regarding product disposition
  - Communication through the supply chain, and to regulators

The aspects that should be written in SOPs, developed in a policy, and/or communicated to customers, suppliers, and senior management, are listed below.

Mechanics of testing

The Sample & Sampler

- Frequency: How often should testing be conducted?
- Quantity: How many samples should be taken?
- Sampling plan/statistics: Is your sampling plan (sample size, number and frequency of sampling) intended to be statistically relevant? Does it need to be?
• Sampling time/location: When and where in the process is a sample taken? At a defined time or over a time course?
• Sample size: What is an appropriate sample size? Is there a minimum weight, volume, or number of pieces that should be targeted?
  o Should the sample size be expressed in terms of “pieces”? Weight? Packages?
• Sampling: How are samples collected? (auto samplers, grab randomly, composites, in-process, finished package, etc.)?
  o Do you have historical data that helps you understand if compositing samples will affect your ability to detect the analyte?
• Training: Is the sampler trained in aseptic technique? Are SOPs and documentation developed or needed?
• What information should be collected about that sample: date, lot, time, raw material lot(s), sampler, ways sample was taken, processing line, etc.?
• Is testing planned so as to coordinate the collection of different types of samples (e.g. swabbing for Listeria and doing product testing; should wash water be tested along side a product?)
• Sampling time: When should you schedule sampling so that you are able to efficiently deliver the samples to the laboratory? How must the sample be packed, stored, and transported?
• Impact of other issues: How might your finished product testing plan change if there is an issue going on? For example, if your *Listeria* monitoring indicates an issue with a line, does your approach to finished product testing change? Can it demonstrate that corrective actions are appropriate?
• For multi-ingredient products:
  o Are all components tested?
    • If so, how does this impact the use of ingredients in other products/ blends or ingredients that have already been used to make finished products?
  o If you test a mix that has a masterpack does that get included in what is tested?

**The Analyte (what you are testing for)**

- Which pathogen(s) should you test for (and how specifically, e.g., EHEC versus STEC)?
- When is it appropriate to test for indicators (and what is the appropriate indicator: aerobic plate count, coliforms, etc.)?

**The Method**

- How do you select a method?
- Should you use a validated method? (e.g., AOAC PTM, AOAC OMA, AFNOR, etc.)
  o If not, how do you establish that the method is valid?
- What is the test method’s accuracy and sensitivity?
- If the test method provides ‘presumptive’ or ‘suspect’ or ‘initial reactive’ results, what do these terms mean for that particular test method?
- Is the method validated for the produce item you are sampling (your matrix) and the sample size you are using?
- Should you verify the method for your chosen sampling plan and other variables?
• When should you use a “rapid” test? How long will it take to get results for a traditional or a rapid method?
• What research data are available on viable but nonculturable cells (VBNC) and are those data relevant to your product, conditions, etc.
  o How effectively will your method detect stressed or VBNC?
• Should you consider testing to assure your process is under control “or process control testing”?
• Can you apply indicator tests as a replacement for pathogen testing?

The Laboratory

• Is the lab accredited, including for the method you wish to use?
• Does the individual lab location and staff performing the test have experience handling your product and the analyte?
• Do they have a 3rd party audit that verifies the laboratory capability for the method and the matrix?
• Does the laboratory have a proficiency testing program? Is it appropriate?
• Have you verified the lab’s proficiency?
• Should you or a third party audit the laboratory and their results?

Holding Product, and Defending “Lot” Definition

• What defines a lot, both in the production and growing environments?
• What about other products run on the same line?
• How does your facility define a raw material lot?
  o How does this definition compare with the field lot from the growing environment?
  o How is a raw material lot incorporated into your production lot?
  o What does a finished product positive mean relative to the greater raw material lot?
• How does your raw material supplier define their lot?
• How do you define a production or finished goods lot? What about raw material lots that are used in multiple finished goods lots?
• What is your approach to holding product until results are received versus letting it ship/transport, while retaining control?

Interpreting Test Results

• How are pass/fail limits established? When should you use a three versus two class sampling plan, and how should those numbers be determined?
• How do you apply a finished product test result to a Certificate of Analysis (COA) process? How do you define the upper limits on a specification for an indicator?
  o If a result for an indicator exceeds a specification, under what circumstances could exceptions be made?
• Should you conduct additional testing if you get a positive result? How can these data help you understand the concern and how extensive the concern may be? What do you consider “presumptive” versus “confirmatory” results?
  o When should you conduct confirmatory testing?
• What if it’s suspect/presumptive, and then confirms negative?
o How does method selection/sensitivity impact your decisions?

• If a raw material lot tested ok once, and it will be used again (e.g., on a different day), should it be retested? Can/should it be considered a different lot?

• How does the pathogen for which you are testing direct you to the likelihood of the pathogen coming from raw product or the processing environment?

• How does testing conducted on a finished product correlate with testing completed on the incoming raw material?
  o To what extent can you consider that production variables contributed to the positive result?
  o What do multiple positives on different finished product lots mean if the finished product contains material from same raw material lot?

• When might you apply Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) or other typing?

What if I get a positive?

• How quickly should you let senior management know about a pathogen positive test result?

• If the product is out of your control (e.g., in distribution), when do you let the customer(s) know?

• Should I initiate a recall or withdrawal and submit an RFR?

• If a raw material tested positive, when do you let the supplier know?
  o Who is the “supplier”: the grower, harvest company, cooler, storage entity, broker, etc.?
  o If the supplier split that lot and there are other customers, do you only communicate with the supplier, or do you let other recipients know?

• What are the best practices for communicating within the supply chain (end customers and distributors in between)?

• What is the immediate corrective action?
  o Immediate: What do I hold, who do I notify, when do I clean, what other parts of the operation need to be evaluated?
  o For the purpose of the Reportable Food Registry¹, what does it mean for a product to be “in your control”?
  o What if the positive is still within your control but you already released another part of that raw material lot based on a negative result is the raw material implicated?
  ▪ What additional information can help inform this decision (production/processing information, other sampling data, etc.)?

• What near term actions should be taken with respect to sanitation, preventive maintenance, equipment, etc.?
  o What are the steps to conduct a root cause analysis on a product positive?
  o What would more testing tell me (at different points); how would this test result be interpreted in the context of other test results?
  o Should vector sampling be used for further investigation
  o Should you increase your frequency of testing? Do lot separation and “clean breaks” impact the handling of product produced immediately before, after, or in close proximity to the product that tested positive?
• How are trends in positives (including presumptives) analyzed? Can an association be made with a certain shift? Line? Day of the week? Season? Supplier?
• With the Preventive Controls rule in mind, how does finished product testing (FPT) relate to validation and verification? Is FPT used for those? Is FPT part of your food safety plan?

Supply Chain Issues
Product testing has ramifications up and down the supply chain. In addition to an SOP related to how to sample product and what to sample for, it is critical to plan for communication of results, internally, through the supply chain, and potentially to regulators and the media.

Communicating Internally
- What does senior management need to know about product testing?
  - In the event of a positive?
  - On an ongoing basis?
  - About the test plan and potential results/impact?
- How are business risks communicated? (especially when dealing with priority customers)
  - How is the decision to hold product, definition of being "in your control" and RFR implications, communicated internally?

Relationship with Suppliers
• Do you need to tell your raw material supplier that you are testing their product?
  - What if the grower/processor is not your immediate supplier, but is further back in the supply chain?
• How will you handle a situation in which your downstream customer is testing the supply you sent them?
• If your customer requires you to test product, should you require that your supplier test what they are sending you?
• What if your supplier gets a positive on something they have already sent to you?
  - And you have no result, or a negative test result?
  - How do you AND they define their lot?
  - Farms are not subject to reporting through the Reportable Food Registry; if your supplier is a farm who will handle regulatory communications?
  - What did they get the positive for- pathogen vs indicator?
• Is testing by suppliers part of your supplier approval program?

Relationship with Customers
When your customer questions your testing plan
• How do you manage your sampling plan when different customers have different requirements, or their requirements differ from your program?
  - The extent to which you modify or amend your program may depend on the customer. As staff change you may need to provide continued education; documenting your thought process, using the questions in this document as a guide, can be helpful.
  - What are the key points to raise in these discussions?
• What is your policy for a customer request for testing data (e.g., positive rate report; individual results, etc.)

When a customer or downstream recipient tests your product

• Someone downstream of you tests your product. What can you do to avoid or reduce potentially confusing situations in the marketplace?

Third Party testing

• What if a regulator tests product?
  - If a sample is taken at retail do you require your customer to notify you?
  - How do you handle/hold related product?
• Facilities under dual jurisdiction may be subject to USDA testing. What are the policies around that program?
• If a retailer says they got a positive test result on your product, but they did not get it directly from you (because there were several handlers in between)...
  - What questions should you ask them? (who tested it, what did they test for, what method did they use (method validated for this matrix?), who did you get it from etc.)

Closing

Having a well-thought out testing program is part of an overall food safety management system. Testing can also be applied as verification or monitoring within a food safety plan. However, limitations in time to result and statistical power hamper its utility. No matter how statistically valid the plan is, and how good the method is, if there is an outbreak or a regulatory positive is associated with your product, your test results cannot “undo” this. If a regulatory positive contradicts your data, it may trigger a reevaluation of what your sampling plan does and doesn’t tell you. Still, this due diligence can help manage relationships with regulators, customers, limit the scope of a recall, etc. Companies should always plan for the “worst case” and be prepared to act, and communicate, around unfavorable test results. As much thought should be given to the management of test results as is given to the mechanics of testing.
